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What's New in the?

Nova Clock is a freeware
analog clock designed to stay
on your desktop and show the
current time. While the
application doesn't comprise
skin support or various color
themes, it allows users to
tweak the interface by
changing several parameters
such as shadow and text. And
even if this could sound very
appealing for those with a bit
more computer knowledge,
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tweaking Nova Clock's is
actually more difficult than
you'd be tempted to believe,
mostly because it doesn't adopt
an intuitive and
straightforward approach. One
the other hand, Nova Clock
supports transparency and you
can easily adjust it by right
clicking the clock on the
desktop, with several
predefined values at your
disposal. What's more, it
comes with a so-called “Click
through” feature that ignores
mouse clicks and thus stay on
the screen without affecting
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your work. Last but not list,
Nova Clock comes with time
zone features, with support for
up to five profiles for each
clock. It's more or less obvious
that Nova Clock remains a
basic software solution, so it's
no surprise that it works so
smooth regardless of the
Windows version installed on a
specific computer. It runs on
low resources, which means it
doesn't affect system
performance at all. All things
considered, Nova Clock is
nothing more than a simple
analog clock and although it
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provides several customization
options, a much more user
friendly approach is absolutely
needed. It does boast an online
customization tutorial, but this
didn't work during our test.
Description: Nova Clock is a
freeware analog clock
designed to stay on your
desktop and show the current
time. While the application
doesn't comprise skin support
or various color themes, it
allows users to tweak the
interface by changing several
parameters such as shadow and
text. And even if this could
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sound very appealing for those
with a bit more computer
knowledge, tweaking Nova
Clock's is actually more
difficult than you'd be tempted
to believe, mostly because it
doesn't adopt an intuitive and
straightforward approach. One
the other hand, Nova Clock
supports transparency and you
can easily adjust it by right
clicking the clock on the
desktop, with several
predefined values at your
disposal. What's more, it
comes with a so-called “Click
through” feature that ignores
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mouse clicks and thus stay on
the screen without affecting
your work. Last but not list,
Nova Clock comes with time
zone features, with support for
up to five profiles for each
clock. It's more or less obvious
that Nova Clock remains a
basic software solution, so it'
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System Requirements:

Windows 7 or higher An
Internet connection is required
for downloading and installing
Minimum 1 GB of available
hard drive space Display
Resolution: 1024×768
Recommended: 1280×1024
Mini-review: I had a chance to
check out a Kickstarter project
from Hyperkin called the
PS4mini last year. This is the
follow-up to that project, and
it's definitely worth checking
out if you missed the first
version. This "PS4 mini" is
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one of the smallest and most
portable PS4 consoles you can
buy, but is
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